crafting idea

Mobile clouds
with stars
www.rayher.com

time required
2.5 hours

level of difficulty

Used items:
53 010 02
53 688 576
53 688 287
53 696 287

Short fuzzy fiber
Cotton fabric, star black
Cotton fabric, star classic red
Buttons & ribbons, star classic red,
2 buttons + 70 cm ric rac braide, cream
53 564 286 Cotton-yarn "Stitch & Knot", wine red
33 150 00
Synthetic wool fibers, high-fluffy

1 bag
15 × 30 cm
30 × 35 cm

1.5 m
100 g

Instructions:
Cloud
1 Lay the short fuzzy fiber left sides together, record the cloud
cutting-pattern.
2 Trace also at once the markings for the eyes, eyelashes, mouth, loop
and for the fastening of the star.
Cut out the cloud + 1cm seam allowance

9 Cut out 16cm of the ric rac braid for the small classic-red star and
lay it inwards onto a star point, so the ric rac braid can also be at once
sewn on.

3 According to the cutting-pattern, sew on the buttons as eyes, with the
cotton yarn the eyelashes and with a lock stitch create the mouth. Lay the
cloud-cutting left sides together.

10 Sew together the star and leave a rotating aperture.

4 For the loop, cut out 8cm ric rac braid, lay it twofold, place it inwards at
the marked positions, secure it firmly with a pin.

11 Turn around the star, fill it up with some synthetic wool fibers and
then sew up the rotating aperture.

5 Then sew together the cloud, leave a rotating aperture. Turn around
the cloud, fill it up with some synthetic wool fibers and then sew up the
rotating aperture.

Black star
12 Lay the cotton fabric and the black star right sides together.

Classic red-star
6 Lay the cotton fabric and the classic-red star right sides together.
According to the cutting-pattern, record the big and small star + cut out
1cm seam allowance.
7 Cut out 23cm of the ric rac braid for the classic-red star and lay it
inwards onto a star point, so the ric rac braid can also be at once sewn on.
8 Sew together the star, leave a rotating aperture.
Turn around the star, fill it up with some synthetic wool fibers and then
sew up the rotating aperture.

13 According to the cutting-pattern, record the star + cut out 1cm seam
allowance.
14 Cut out 20cm of the ric rac braid for the black star and lay it inwards
onto a star point, so the ric rac braid can also be at once sewn on.
15 Sew together the star, leave a rotating aperture.Turn around the star,
fill it up with some synthetic wool fibers and then sew up the rotating
aperture.
16 According to the cutting-pattern, sew firmly the star with ric rac braid
onto the cloud.
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You will find material specifications and instructions
on our homepage.
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Cloud motif

Big star classic red
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Star motif

Small star
2 x cotton fabric star classic red
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Medium star
2 x cotton fabric star black
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Big star
2 x cotton fabric star classic red
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